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Abstract 

Enhanced Compressed Sensing using Iterative 
Support Detection 

by 

Yilun Wang 

I present a new compressive reconstruction algorithm, which aims to simultaneously 

achieve low measurement requirement and fast reconstruction. This algorithm alter

nates between detecting partial support information of the true signal and solving 

a resulting truncated £\ minimization problem. I generalize Null Space Property to 

Truncated Null Space Property and exploit it for theoretical analysis of this trun

cated l\ minimization algorithm with Iterative Support Detection (abbreviated as 

ISD). Numerical results indicate the advantages of ISD over many other state of 

the art algorithms such as the basis pursuit (BP) model, the iterative reweighted t\ 

minimization algorithm (IRL1) and the iterative reweighted least squares algorithm 

(IRLS). Meanwhile, its limitation is demonstrated by both theoretical and experi

mental results. 
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Chapter 1 

Introductions and Contributions 

Brought to the research forefront by Donoho [24] and Candes, Romberg, and Tao 

[6], compressive sensing (CS) reconstructs an unknown signal from a small number of 

linear projections. Let x G R" denote an unknown signal and b = Ax G Mm represent 

a set of m linear projections of x. The optimization problem 

(Pe0) min||x||o s.t. Ax = b. (1.1) 

where ||ar||o is defined as the number of nonzero components of x, can exactly recon

struct a A;-sparse 1 vector x from O(k) random projections. Throughout the thesis, 

x denotes the true signal to reconstruct. However, because ||x||o is non-convex and 

combinatorial, (Pi0) is impractical for all real applications. 

A practical convex relaxation to the NP-hard combinatorial problem (1.1) is the 

following basis pursuit (BP) model 

(BP) min||a;||i s.t. Ax = b (1.2) 

1A fc-sparse vector has no more than k nonzero components. 

1 
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which has been known to yield sparse solutions under certain conditions (see [25, 23, 

29] for explanations) and also has efficient algorithms [2, 35, 32, 28, 26, 48, 51, 50]. 

It is shown in [4, 43] that, when A is a Gaussian random or partial Fourier ensemble, 

BP returns a solution equal to x with a high probability from m = 0(k\og(n/k)) and 

0(fclog(n)4) linear measurements, respectively, which are much smaller than n. The 

reconstruction requirements for general matrices A are studied in [3, 22, 27, 43, 52, 

54]. Compared to (1.1), BP is much easier to solve but requires significantly more 

measurements. 

Besides BP, another kind of practical alternatives to (1.1) are greedy methods, 

whose basic idea is to find the support of the unknown true signal iteratively. Al

gorithms such as matching pursuit (MP) [36], orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) 

[46, 45, 47], regularized orthogonal matching pursuit (ROMP) [40], Stagewise OMP 

(StOMP) [15], CoSaMP [39], [40], and Subspace Pursuit (SP) [16] are among this 

family. At each iteration, based on the correlation values between the columns of 

A and the residual part of the measured data b, which is equal to subtraction of 

multiplication of A and the current approximation of the true signal x from 6, one 

or several coordinates (varying in different algorithms ) are selected and added to 

the list of the current estimation of the support of x. Several extra selection rules 

might be used for better performance depending on different algorithms. Next a new 

approximation of x is produced by projecting the measured data b into those selected 

columns of A. Then the residual part of b is updated by using the new approximation 

of x. For most greedy methods, once a candidate is added to the list, it will never 

be removed. But for some greedy algorithms such as SP and CoSaMP, some simple 

methods of re-evaluating the reliability of all candidates are added at each iteration 

and will remove the candidates which fail to pass the re-evaluating. Once the support 

of the signal is deemed to be complete, the pseudo-inverse of the measurement ma-
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trix restricted to the corresponding columns is used to reconstruct the true signal. In 

general, greedy algorithms enjoy less computational complexity, but require slightly 

more measurements for exact reconstruction than BP. 

While BP and greedy methods can both achieve fast reconstruction, they usually 

require much more measurements than model (Pe0)- There have been many efforts 

toward developing new algorithms with much lower measurement requirement than 

BP and greedy methods [42, 30, 33, 20, 44, 11]. Chartrand and Staneva [12] gave an 

analysis for the following £p minimization (0 < p < 1) and proved that (Pep) requires 

less measurements than BP as p approaches to 0. 

(Pip) min||x||p s.t. Ax = b (1.3) 

where ||x||p = (X^=i la:;«lp)1^p- Daubechies et al [19] studied an iterative reweighted 

least squares (abbreviated as IRLS) algorithm to solve model (Pep) and established 

its local convergence result. Chartrand and Yin [13] presented a e regularized IRLS 

algorithm to solve the model (Pep) ( 0 < p < 1) minimization, which can deal with 

the cases where p — 0. Moreover, the introduction of the parameter e helps avoid 

local minimum and improve the recoverability of IRLS. Another effort is the iterative 

l\ minimization algorithm (abbreviated as IRL1) [9]. IRL1 was presented in [9] as a 

variant of the BP model, with aim to solve (Pe0) by rectifying a key difference between 

the £Q norm and the l\ norm, namely, the dependence on magnitude. Comparing with 

BP and greedy method, while both IRLS and IRL1 achieve much lower measurement 

requirement (IRLS in generally requires slightly but distinctly less measurements 

than IRL1), their computationally cost is significantly increased, compared with BP 

and greedy methods. Smoothed L0 algorithm (SL0) [38] is another effort. While 

SL0 requires significantly less measurements than BP and greedy methods, it is much 
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faster than IRLS and IRL1, even a little bit faster than solving BP when ^ is relatively 

large. But its measurement requirement is higher than IRL1 and IRLS. SLO iteratively 

approximates the £Q norm and for each iteration, a nonconvex cost function F(T(s) is 

solved, where a determines the quality of approximation. The larger a gives the 

smoother Fa, but worse approximation to the £Q norm, while the smaller a gives a 

better approximation to the £Q norm but the less smooth Fa. Usually, a is initialized 

to be large and then decreased to smaller values as the algorithm proceeds. 

In my thesis, I propose an iterative support detection (abbreviated as ISD) method 

that requires as few measurements as IRLS while its computation is just as fast as 

BR 

ISD enhances sparse and compressible signal reconstruction by addressing failed 

reconstructions of (1.2) that arise when the number of linear measurements is not 

sufficient. In a failed reconstruction, the solution obtained is not equal or even close to 

the true signal x. One would normally give up but ISD learns from the incorrect signal 

and adjusts the objective function in (1.2) so that the new optimization problem more 

likely yields the true signal x, all done with the original measurements. Specifically, 

given an incorrect solution a;, a set 7 of components that are likely to be nonzero in 

the true signal x (the zero and nonzero components of x are called true zero and true 

nonzeros, respectively) is detected from x, and the truncated £\ problem 

(Truncated £i minimization) min ||xr||i s.t. Ax = b (1.4) 

is solved for T := Ic = { 1 , . . . , n} \ I and \\XT\\I '•= YlieT lx*l- The solution of (1.4), 

if not sparse or compressible (i.e., not resembling x), is learned again to update I 

and another instance of (1.4) with the new T = Ic is solved. The framework of 

ISD is described in Chapter 2, followed by a simple demo to illustrate che significant 
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reduction in the number of measurements required for successful reconstruction. This 

demo also shows its robustness to wrong support detections (or false nonzeros) defined 

as the elements of / that are not true nonzeros. An effective strategy of generating 

i" for signals with a fast decaying (to 0) distribution of nonzero values is detailed in 

Chapter 4. 

To provide theoretical justifications for ISD, I study a so-called truncated null 

space property of A, an extension of the null space property defined in [14] and used 

in [52, 53, 24, 19] that is more general than the widely used restricted isometry 

property [7]. Based upon this study, I establishes sufficient conditions for truncated 

l\ minimization to return the true sparse signal x exactly. For the case where the 

signal x is not exactly sparse, exact reconstruction is generally impossible but I show 

an error between truncated t\ solution and x, which is proportional to the tail size 

of XT- Built upon these results for a single instance of (1.4), the following result on 

the iterative procedure ISD is obtained: the chances for truncated l\ minimization 

to return the true signal x improve over the iterations as / improves, namely, among 

the new detections in each T, the true nonzeros are more than the false nonzeros by 

a certain factor. This factor depends on the sparsity of x, certain properties of A, as 

well as the previous T. On the other hand, all above result are independent of the 

support detection method used to generate / . 

The superb practical performance of ISD is demonstrated in a set of numerical 

experiments and applying thresholding-based support detection. I first discuss two 

aspects of an efficient implementation in detail: support detection and warm-start of 

(1.4). For sparse or compressible signals with components having fast decaying sorted 

magnitudes, magnitude thresholding yields faithful detections. I compared various 

thresholding strategies and used the most effective one in our numerical experiments. 

Warm-start was used with the solver YALL1 [51] for solving (1.4) to reduce the num-
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ber of iterations of YALL1. Although YALL1 can return highly accurate solutions, 

thresholding-based support detection in practice does not require an accuracy of x 

much higher than the size of the threshold. Therefore, dynamic stopping tolerances 

were set in YALL1 according to the thresholds used. Our numerical experiments com

pared ISD to the iteratively reweighted least squares algorithm [13] (IRLS) and the 

iteratively reweighted l\ minimization algorithm [9] (IRLl), which are known for their 

state-of-the-art reconstruction rates, on both noiseless and noisy measurements. ISD 

and IRLS achieve almost the same recoverability, distinctly higher than that of IRLl. 

But the running time of ISD is much faster than that of IRLS, even as fast as solving 

BP problems in many cases. However, effective support detection is pertinent to the 

signal type. It was demonstrated that thresholding-based support detection, IRLS 

and IRLl all require the property of fast decaying sorted magnitudes and they do not 

achieve a significant better reconstruction rate for sparse or compressible signals with 

slow decaying sorted magnitudes than the BP model (1.2), which is independent of 

the distributions of magnitudes. 

The following is the outline of my thesis. In Chapter 2, I present the algorith

mic framework of the truncated l\ minimization algorithm with iterative support-

detection (ISD), followed by a simple demo. In Chapter 3, preliminary theoretical 

analysis will be given to explain its enhanced recoverability over BP. Chapter 4 and 

5 present an empirical support detection implementation and numerical results, re

spectively. Chapter 6 is devoted to discussions on future research. 



Chapter 2 

Algorithmic Framework 

I first present the algorithmic framework of ISD. 

ISD: Algorithmic Framework 

Input: A and b 

1. Set the iteration counter s <— 0 and initialize the set of detected entries I(s) <— 

0; 

2. While the stopping condition is not met, do 

(a) T W ^ ( / W ) c = { l , 2 ) . . , n } \ / W ; 

(b) iW «- solve (1.4) for T = T ^ ; 

(c) /(s+1) <— detect partial support using x^ as the reference; 

(d) s « - s + l. 

Clearly since T(°) = { 0 , 1 , . . . , n} , the first instance of (1.4) solved in Step (b) is a BP 

problem in (1.2). 

7 
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A demo: I generated a sparse signal x of length n = 200 with k = 25 nonzero 

values independently sampled from the standard normal distribution and assigned to 

randomly chosen components of x. I let m = 60, created a Gaussian random m x n 

matrix A, and set b = Ax. ISD was applied to reconstruct x from A and b, in which 

Step (c) was implemented as 

/(»+i) <_ {i : \x^\ > eW}, eW = \\x^\\eoo/^
s+1K (2.1) 

The exact reconstruction of x needed merely four iterations. The solutions at the 

end of all iterations are depicted in a subplot in Figure 2.1, where the components 

of x are marked as • and the nonzero components of x^ are marked separately as o 

and o as true and false nonzeros, respectively. To quantify the solution quality, I use 

the quadruplet "(total, det, c-det, w-det)" and "Err" in the title of each subplot in 

Figure 2.1, which are defined as follows: 

• (total, det, c-det, w-det): 

- total: the number of total nonzero components of the true signal x. 

— det: the number of detected nonzero components, equal to | /( s + 1) | = 

good+bad. 

- c-det: the number of correctly detected nonzero components, i.e, |/(s+1) n 

{i:xi^ 0} | . 

— w-det: the number of wrongly detected nonzero components, i.e, |/(s+1) n 

{i:xi = 0}\. 

• Err: the relative error \\x^ — x||2/||S||2-

From the upper left subplot, it is clear to see that x^°\ which was the solution of 

(1.2), contained a large number of false nonzeros and had a large relative error. 
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However, most of the true nonzero components were relatively large in magnitude (as a 

consequence of x having relatively fast decaying sorted magnitudes), the thresholding 

method (2.1) with the threshold e ^ = H^^Hoo/S detected 18 nonzeros, among which 

14 were true nonzeros and 4 were not. In spite of having 4 wrong detections, the 

detection yielded T ^ that made (1.4) to return a much better solution x^\ depicted 

in the upper right subplot. This solution further allowed (2.1), now with the tighter 

threshold e'1' = llx^^loo/52, to greatly increase the number of detected true nonzeros 

to 21, though slightly increase its wrong detections to 6. Consequently, the next 

solution x^2\ depicted in the bottom left subplot, became even better, which matched 

the true signal x almost exactly except for numerous tiny false nonzero components. 

Noticeably, (2.1) detected the exact 25 true nonzeros of x from x^2\ and as a result, 

x(•> has exactly the same nonzero components well as an error as low as the 

double precision. 

Obviously, ISD is tolerant to a small number of wrong detections, exhibiting an 

attractive self-correction capacity. Critical to a final successful reconstruction is not 

to freeze any of the detected component but to let all the components x\,...,xn be 

free variables in (1.4) and look for candidates nonzero components among all the 

components of x^s\ whether or not one has previously been detected. The results 

would be much worse if components are incrementally added to 1^ without allowing 

any of them to be removed. In addition, the performance of ISD is invariant to small 

variations in the thresholding tolerance in (2.1). On the set of data, I also tried 

e ^ = | |a;^||oo//^s+1 ' for /? = 3 and (3 = 1.5, and obtained x accurately in 4 and 6 

iterations, respectively. More numerical behaviors of ISD are studied in Chapter 4 

and 5 below. 
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0-th iter. (total,det,c-det,w-det)=(25,18,14,4), Err = 4.38e-001 1-th iter. (total,det,c-det,w-det)=(25,27,21,6), Err= 1.69e-001 

true signal 
-*™»® true nonzero 
•—-0 false nonzero 

™ * W * W ^ W T O 5 
\&MJBM 

true signal 
true nonzero 
false nonzero 

2-th iter. (total,det,c-det,w-det)=(25,25,25,0), Err = 1,83e-015 3-th iter. (total,det,c-det,w-det)=(25,25,25,0), Err = 9.16e-016 

true signal 
true nonzero 
false nonzero 

PT 
4 J> 

true signal 
true nonzero 
false nonzero 

Figure 2.1: Oth iteration (upper-left), 1st truncated iteration (upper-right), 2nd truncated iteration 
(bottom-left), and 3rd truncated iteration (bottom-right). 



Chapter 3 

Preliminary Theoretical Analysis 

The preliminary theoretical results in this chapter explain under what conditions the 

ISD algorithm can successfully reconstruct x, especially, from measurements that are 

not enough for BP. Most of the results are based on a property of the measurement 

matrix A defined in Section 3.1. Focusing on truncated t\ minimization, Section 

3.2 and Section 3.3 study exact reconstruction conditions for spare signals and re

construction errors for compressible signals, respectively. Finally, Section 3.4 gives a 

sufficient condition for the ISD iterations to have improved chances of reconstruction. 

3.1 The Truncated Null Space Property 

I start with introducing the truncated null space property (f-NSP), a generalization 

of the null space property (NSP) studied in [52, 53, 24, 14, 19, 18]. The NSP is used 

in slightly different forms in different papers [52, 53, 24, 14, 19, 18]. I adopt the 

definition in [18]: a matrix AeRmxn satisfies the NSP of order L for 7 > 0 if 

ll̂ slli < T H ^ I I I (3-1) 

11 
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holds for all index sets S with \S\ < L and all 77 € N(A), the null space of A. In 

(3.1) and the rest of this paper, 775 e R™ denotes the subvector of 77 consisting of 77$ 

for i € 5 C {1, 2 , . . . , n} , and S^ denotes the complement of 5. 

With 7 < 1, the NSP says that any nonzero vector 77 in the null space of A can 

not have an ^-mass concentrated on any set of L or fewer elements. [17] proposes a 

semidefinite relaxation to test the NSP for general matrices. A sufficient reconstruc

tion condition based on the null space property for the BP model in[18] is as follows: 

the true k sparse signal x is the unique solution of the BP model if A has null space 

property of order L > k and 0 < 7 < 1. 

The more widely known restricted isometry property (RIP) is a property in a 

stronger form than the NSP for establishing recoverability and stability results for 

BP [7, 8]. A matrix A € Rmx™ satisfies the RIP of an order k with a constant 

k e (0,1) if 

(I ~ 8k)\\x\\2 < \\Ax\\2 < (1 + 8k)\\x\\2, 

holds for all ^-sparse vectors x. 

A RIP-based sufficient reconstruction condition for the BP model in [7] is as 

follows: the true k sparse signal x is the unique solution of the BP model if A has 

restricted isometry property with 82k + #3* < 1-

The NSP is more general than the RIP. It is shown in [14] that if A satisfies the 

RIP with the order k := j + f with a given 8 € (0,1), where j,f > 1 are integers, 

then A satisfies the NSP of the order j with the constant 7 := P4\/^r- Note that the 

condition 7 < 1 in the above NSP-based sufficient reconstruction condition holds as 

long as j is sufficiently smaller than j ' . 

In order to analyze the truncated i\ minimization problem (1.4), I generalize the 

NSP to the i-NSP. 
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Definition 1. A matrix A satisfies the t-NSP of order L for 7 > 0 and 0 <t <n if 

\\ris\\i <7lk(msc) | | i (3.2) 

holds for all sets T C { 1 , . . . , n} with \T\ = t, all subsets S C T with \S\ < L, and all 

rj G N(A) — the null space of A. 

For simplicity, we use t-NSP{t, L, 7) to denote the t-NSP of order L for 7 and t, 

and specifically use t-NSP(t, L, 7) with 7 replacing 7 when 7 is the infimum of all the 

feasible 7 satisfying (3.2) for the given L and t. 

Notice that when t = n, the i-NSP reduces to the NSP. Compared to the NSP, 

the inequality (3.2) in the £-NSP has an extra set limiter T of size t applied to r]s and 

rise in (3.1). It is introduced to analyze the minimization of Har̂ lUi• 

Clearly, for a given A and t, 7 is monotonic increasing in L. On the other hand, 

fixing L, 7 is monotonically decreasing in t. If 7 is fixed, then the largest possible L 

is monotonically increasing in t. 

3.2 Sufficient Reconstruction Conditions of Trun

cated l\ Minimization 

I first present a sufficient reconstruction condition for the truncated l\ minimization 

based on the truncated null space property. 

Theorem 3.2.1. Let S = {i : Xj 7̂  0} and T be given such that T fl S 7̂  0. Assume 

that A satisfies t-NSP(t,L,j) for t = \T\. If \\xT\\0 < L and 7 < 1, then x e Rn is 

the unique minimizer of (1.4) for b := Ax. 
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Proof. The true signal x uniquely solves (1.4) if and only if 

\\xT + vT\\i > \\xT\\i, Vw G M(A), v^O. (3.3) 

Let S :=TDS. Since \\xs\\i = II*T||I, I have 

||xT + ur| |i = ||*5 + v s||i + \\0 + vTnSc ||i 

= (||*s + vs\\i - \\xs\\i + \\vs\\i) + P T | | I 

+ ( I K n s H l i - \\vs\\i)-

Therefore, having ||vs||i < ||wTnsclli is sufficient for (3.3). 

If ||*T||O < L, then | 5 | < L. According to the definition of i-NSP(|T|,L,7), it 

holds that \\vs\\i < 7ll^Tnsc||i < ||«rnsc||i. • 

I note that i-NSP(|T|,L, 7) is more strict than what is needed for a given T 

because (3.2) is required to hold, however, for all T with |T| = t. The assumption 

T fl S 7̂  0 in Theorem 3.2.1 was made as T n S = 0 is not a case of interest. If 

TC\ S = 0, then x is a solution of (1.4). If in addition ATc has independent columns, 

then x is the unique solution. 

The following theorem states that Gaussian matrices of appropriate sizes have the 

i-NSP. Our proof is inspired by the work of Zhang [54]. 

Lemma 3.2.1. Let m < n. Assume that A € ]Rr"xn is either a standard Gaussian 

matrix (i.e., one with i.i.d. standard normal entries) or a rank-m matrix with its 

m rows all orthogonal to an (n — m) -dimensional standard Gaussian linear subspace 

(i.e., existing a standard Gaussian matrix B G R n x ( n - m ) such that AB = 0). Given 

an index set T, with probability greater than 1 — e-
co(n~m)) tfie iaatrix A satisfies 
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t-NSP(t, L , 7 ) for t = \T\ and 7 = 2M)_^Z, ™here 

m — d 
Kd) := c ,„_,„ (3.4) 

d = n — \T\, and Co, c > 0 are absolute constants independent of the dimensions m, n 

and d. 

This lemma is used to prove Theorem 3.2.2 below. From the definition of d, it is 

the number | / | of detected entries (including both correct and wrong detections) in the 

algorithm of ISD. d determines the parameter k(d), and jointly with the parameter 

L, and further determines the £-NSP parameter 7. We note that the 7 given in 

Lemma 3.2.1 is not necessarily tight, namely, the same matrix A may satisfy t-NSP 

(t, L, 71) for some 71 < 7 with the same probability. For exact reconstruction, the 

sufficient condition in Theorem 3.2.1 requires 7 < 1 (i.e., exists 7 < 1) and ||5T||O 5= L. 

Therefore, k(d) plays a pivoting role here, so we analyze its formula (3.4) after the 

proof below. 

Proof. Let the columns of B span Af(A), i.e., B e R("- m ) x m and AB = 0, and PT 

refer to projection to the coordinates T with \T\ — t. Then, A = {VT '• v G J\f(A)} = 

{(PTB)W : w € R n _ m } is a randomly drawn subspace in R' r ' with dimensions up to 

(n — m). Kashi-Garnaev-Gluskin's result states that for any p < q, with 

Probability > 1 - e~cop, 

a randomly drawn p-dimensional subspace K p £ l ? satisfies 
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where CQ and c\ are independent of the dimensions. Applying this result with q 

\T\ = n — d and p := n — m, I obtain 

I M | 1 > cW(n-d)-(n-m) ^ & ^ ^ ^ + Q 

\VT\U ^ / l + log((n - d)/((n - d) - (n - m)) ' 

or 
k | i > _ ^ = i V o e m B ? J ( ) i 
IMa V ^ 1 0 8 ^ 1 

Let k(d) be defined in (3.4) where c = f. For all S C T with |S| < L we have 

||VT||I and thus 

M . < vlsfii^ii, < ^ V W I M h < ~^VW)\Wh < ^ I M I „ 

or equivalently 

IK||i <7lKnsHli> 

where 7 = — 7 ^ — — . The lemma follows from the definition of the £-NSP. 

D 

Theorem 3.2.1 and Lemma 3.2.1 lead to the following theorem, which is a sufficient 

reconstruction condition by the truncated i\ minimization when the measurement 

matrix is a Gaussian matrix. 

Theorem 3.2.2. Let i e l " , S = { i : i j / 0 } and T be given such that T n S 7̂  0. 

Let m < n and A e Wnxn is given as in Lemma 3.2.1. Then with probability greater 

than 1 — e~
c°(™~m), the true signal x € W1 is the unique solution of (1.4) for b := Ax 

if 

\\XT\\Q < k(d), (3.5) 
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where k(d) is defined in (3.4), t = \T\, d = n — t, and CQ,C> 0 are absolute constants 

independent of the dimensions m, n, and d. 

Proof. From Lemma 3.2.1, we know that A has t-NSP (t, L, 7), where 7 satisfies (??). 

Let L = ||^T||O and if L < k(d), then 7 < 1 from (??). According to Theorem 3.2.1, 

we know that x € W1 is the unique minimizer of (1.4) for b := Ax. 

• 

Note that when d = 0, condition (3.5) reduces to the existing result for BP: for 

the same vector x and A given in Theorem 3.2.2 above, with probability greater than 

1 — e - c°(n - m) , x is the unique solution of (1.4) for b set to Ax if ||x||o < cm(l + 

log(n/m))_1 , namely, the inequality (3.4) holds for d = 0. 

In the following parts, we study (3.4). Recall that in the algorithm, / and T denote 

the sets of detected and remaining entries, respectively. Let d = \I\ = n—\T\ = dc+dw 

where dc and dw are the correct and wrong detections, respectively. It is well-known 

that for stable exact reconstruction by ^-minimization, the largest possible number 

of nonzeros in x is m/2. Therefore, we only consider the case ||x||o < m/2. Suppose 

BP fails to recover x. Then, according to Theorem 3.2.2, k(d) < \\x\\o with a high 

probably. In the view of (3.4) with d = 0, we have 

rrksK i (36) 

Keep this inequality in mind, we calculate the first order derivative of k(d) with 

respect to d: 

fc'(d) : = -c ( L-^ + ^ ^ _ ) . (3.7) 

and see that k'{d) < 0, which means that as the number of detections d (including 
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both correct and wrong detections) increases, the number of nonzeros within XT must 

also decrease in order in order to satisfy the sufficient condition (3.5). However, we 

argue that k(d) decreases more slowly than d increases, meaning that the left-hand 

side of (3.5) decreases faster than its left-hand side, or in other words, (3.5) becomes 

more likely to hold, when at least most of the detections are correct. 

Assuming d < m (which is a loose assumption, meaning that the number of 

detections is no more than twice the number of true nonzeros), (3.6) leads to 

\k'(d)\ < 1. (3.8) 

Hence, if the number of correction detections d satisfies 

fd\k'(d)l (3.9) 
Jo 

dr > 
'0 

it holds that 

rd pd 

k(d) + dc> k(d) + / \k'(d)\ = k(d) - / k'(d) = jfc(0). (3.10) 
Jo Jo 

To interpret (3.10), notice that according to Theorem 3.2.2, \\x\\e0 < k(0) is a sufficient 

recovery condition for d = 0 and that ||XT||^0 = \\%\\e0 ~dc < k(d) or \\x\\e0 < k(d) +dc 

is the recovery sufficient condition for d > 0; hence, (3.10) means that the sufficient 

recovery condition becomes loose. Furthermore, from (3.8), the right-hand side of 

(3.9) is strictly less than d = dc + dw, so condition (3.9) can possibly hold. To have 

(3.9), support detection must return enough number of correct supports. In addition, 

the higher the sample ratio m/n is, the smaller |A;'(d)| is and thus (3.9) becomes easier 

to hold and similarly (3.10) is more likely to hold with a larger difference, making the 

sufficient recovery condition even easier to satisfy. In practice, 1+lo
C/_n-, is much smaller 
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than | , for example, even often smaller than | and correspondingly — | < k'(d) < 0. 

Therefore, the ISD algorithm has a higher chance to exactly reconstruct x than BP 

from the same number of measurements if an effective support detection scheme is 

available. This hints that developing effective support detection methods is critical 

for the success of ISD. 

3.3 Stability of Truncated i\ Minimization 

Because many practical signals are not exactly sparse, I study the reconstruction 

errors of the truncated l\ minimization (1.4) applied to general signals, which is 

expressed in the best L-term approximation error of x : 

aL(x)ei := inf{||x - x\U : ||x||0 <L,xe E d i m ^ } . 

For a signal x with a fast decaying tail, this error is much smaller than ||x||i. Theorem 

3.3.1 below states that under certain conditions on A, (1.4) returns a solution with 

an ^i-error bounded by O~L(X) up to a constant factor depending only on \T\. The 

theorem needs the following lemma, which is an extension of Lemma 4.2 in [19]. 

Lemma 3.3.1. Consider problem (1.4) with a given T, and let z,z' € F(b). Assume 

that A satisfies t-NSP(t,L,*i), where t = \T\ and 7 < 1. Let S C T be the set of 

indices corresponding to the largest L entries in zx- We have 

\\(z - z')TnSc\\ei < j — ^ d l ^ l k - \W\W + 2aL(zT)e1), (3.11) 

where CTL^ZT)^ is the best L-term approximation error of ZT-
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Proof. We have ||-2rn,sc'lk = O~L(ZT)IX and 

II(«' - z)TnSc\\tl < \\z'TnSc We, + \\zTnsc Ik 

= 1141k ~ \WsWti +°L{zT)e1 

= \W\\ti + 1141k - Ik-rlUi - 1141k + ^L(ZT)I! 

= IMk - 1141k + 1141k - I M k + 2<TL(zT)t1 

< IK2 - *')slk + H4lk - Ikrlk + 2aL(zT)ei. 

Equation (3.11) follows from the above inequality and the definition of £-NSP(£, L, 7), 

which says 

| | ( ^ - ^ ) s l k<7 ( l l ( ^ - ^WHk) . (3.12) 

D 

Lemma 3.3.1 leads to the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.3.1. Consider problem (1.4) for a given T. Assume that A satisfies t-

NSP(t,L,j), where t = \T\ and 7 < 1. Let x* be the solution of (1.4) and x be the 

true signal. Then, WXTWI ~ ll^rlli < 0> and 

\\X*-X\\1<2CT-(TL(XT)I1, (3.13) 

where 
l + (l + max{l, |Tc | /L})7 

O T 
1 - 7 

Proof. For notation cleanliness, we introduce 

S1 •= Tc =1, S2:=SC T, S3:=Tf] S' c 

file:///WsWti
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Clearly, (Si, S2, S3) is a partition of { 1 , . . . , n}. 

Case 1: \Si\ < L. We can find S' C S2 such that \SiUS'\ = L. From <-NSP(«, L, 7) 

for J4, we get 

IK*-* ' )* ! !* < \\(z-z')s1us>\\tl<i\\(*-z')sa\\i1. (3-14) 

Case 2: \Si\ > L. Let S"' C Si denote the set of indices corresponding to the 

largest L entries of (z — z')sx- From £-NSP(£, £,7) for A„ we have 

\\(z - z ' k l k < ^\\(z - z V k < ^ ^ I K * - ^)s,ll/x (3-15) 

Combining (3.14) and (3.15) gives 

| | ( z - ^ ) S l l k < m a x j l > i | l } 7 l l ( ^ - ^ ) s , l k . 

This, together with (3.11) and (3.12), gives 

\\z-z'\\ei = \\(z-z')Sl\\ei + \\(z-z')S2\\h + \\(z-z')S3\\ei (3.16) 

< (l + a + m a x i l J S i l / L ^ I K z - ^ ' k l k (3-17) 

< CT(\\4\\t1-\\zT\\t1+2aL(zT)tl). (3.18) 

Finally, let z and 2' denote the true signal x and the solution x* of (1.4), respectively. 

The optimality of x* gives ||x^||i — | |XT||I < 0, from which (3.13) follows. • 

Theorem 3.3.1, states that the reconstruction error of (1.4) is bounded by the best 

L-term approximation error of XT up to a multiple depending on 7 and \TC\. When 
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t = n, it reduces to the existing result for BP established in [14]: 

\\x*-x\\1<2\±^-aL,{x)h, (3.19) 
1 - 7 

when A satisfies the NSP of order L' for 7 € (0,1). 

To compare the two bounds in (3.13) and (3.19), we need to study the tail of x. 

We claim that making correct detections, namely, all or most in Tc are true nonzeros 

of x, is not sufficient for (3.13) to be better than (3.19). To see this, assume that 

7 = 7 in both bounds. Support detection makes t = \T\ < n and \TC\ > 0. As 

discussed at the end of Subsection 3.1 above, we get V < L so it is unclear whether 

QL(XT)IX < &L'(x)ei o r vice versa. In addition, CT is bigger than (1 + 7) / ( l — 7). 

Hence, the bound in (3.13) can be bigger than (3.19). Only if the tail of x decays fast 

enough in the sense than o^ix?)^ <C ovix)^ can (3.13) give an improved bound over 

(3.19). This comparison also applies to two instances of (1.4), one having a bigger 

T than the other; in other words, for support detection to reduce the recovery error, 

there need to be enough correct detections and x needs to have a fast decaying tail. 

This conclusion matches our numerical results given in Chapter 5. 

3.4 Convergence Analysis of ISD 

The results in the above two subsections concern signal recovery by a single instance 

of (1-4), and they require the i-NSP with 7 < 1. This subsection presents a sufficient 

condition for the iteration of ISD to yield a decreasing sequence of 7, a preliminary 

convergence result of ISD. 

Theorem 3.4.1. Suppose that A has the t-NSP (t,L,*f) as well as (£', Z/,7') with 

t' < t and V < L. If (L - V) > j(t - t' - (L - L')), then 7' < 7. 
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Proof. Let 0 < J' < J and 1 < 7 < oo. For given T", 77', and S' that satisfy 

T' c { 1 , . . . , n}, \T'\ = t', rf E M(A), rf ± 0, S' C T, \S'\ = J', f = WM\\VT<\S'\U, 

we have 

||??T'\S'lli — Ihrvslli ~ Ikrvs-CT'VS'jH1 

> T^lv'sh - \\ir\s-(T\s')\\i 

= 7_ 1 |ks ' l l i + T^Ws-s'h - ll^xs-cnsoll1 ' 

for any S satisfying S D S', \S\ = J, and S C T, \T\ = t, S - S' C T\ T'. In 

particular, we choose S such that S — S' consists of the largest J — J' entries of rfT\T, 

in magnitude. 

According to ( J — J') > j(t — f — (J — J')), we have 

\S-S'\>^\T\S-(T'\S')\. (3.20) 

If r)'s_s, ^ 0, then this condition means 7_1 | |^s-s'lli > ll^vs-cmsoll1 a n c ^ thus, 

ll^r'VS'lli > T^lks'll i- Otherwise, i.e., t]'s_s, = 0, then we have 7_1||?7s_,s>||i = 

H^TVs-rr'XS'J1 = 0- However, we can still show ||r/y,vS,||i > 7_1||?7s/||i by showing 

ll^rvsll1 > 7~1|l7?slli' i-e-' the first inequality in the equation array above holds strictly. 

To see this, we first get rfTns, ^ 0 from 7_1||??s_s/||i = llJ7r\s_(r'\s')H1 = ^' IÎ T'VS'lli — 

T^II^S'lli' 7 _ 1 > 0) a n d rf 7̂  0. Next, we generate S by first letting it be S, second 

dropping any one entry in 5 — S' (which has a zero value), and picking up a nonzero 

entry in T'\S'. Such S satisfies 

l l ^ s l l i > K \ s l l i > 7_1||»/slli > 7-1|b/slli-
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Therefore, we have 

( 3 . 2 0 ) = > | | ^ s , | | i > 7 - 1 | | ^ , | | 1 

Therefore 7' < 7. D 

In ISD, before iteration s = 0, we have t = n and L = \\X\\Q. If A satisfies 

t-NSP(i, L,7) for 7 < 1, then the solution x^ of BP is equal to x according to 

Theorem 3.2.1, and ISD terminates. Otherwise, x^ is subject to support detection. 

Let the numbers of correct and wrong detections be denoted by dc and dw, respectively. 

Let t' = n — dc — dw and L' = ||x||o — dc. Theorem 3.4.1 states that if (L — L') > 

j(t — t' — (L — L')), then the new 7' is smaller than 7. If 7' < 1, then the solution 

x^ is equal to x and ISD terminates. Otherwise, the iteration continues. Here, the 

condition of (L — L') > j(t — t' — (L — L')) is identical to dc > jdw, which means that 

if the number of correct defections is at least 7 times larger than that of the wrong 

detections, then the i-NSP parameter 7 reduces, so the f-NSP based reconstruction 

condition in Theorem 3.2.1 becomes satisfied (if 7' < 1) or closer to be satisfied. 

Clearly, this analysis can be applied, not just to iterations s = 0,1, but to any two 

consecutive iterations of ISD. Theorem 3.4.1 also means that ISD is robust to a small 

number dw of wrong detections as long as the number dc of correct detections is larger 

than dw by a certain amount. 



Chapter 4 

Threshold-Based ISD for Fast 

Decaying Signals 

4.1 An Empirical Support Detection Scheme 

For ISD, successful signal reconstruction critically depends on detecting true nonzero 

entries and keeping the number of wrong detections small enough. I discovered an ef

fective support detection strategy for signals with fast decaying distribution of nonzero 

values (hereafter, I call these fast decaying signals) including sparse Gaussian signals 

and some compressible power decaying signals, based on thresholding the magnitudes 

of solutions in the form of 

l('+1) = {i:\x\a)\>eM}, 3 = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . , (4.1) 

using certain thresholds e^ . Before discussing the choice of e^k\ I note that the 

support sets 1^ are not necessarily increasing and nested, i.e., 1^ C /(s+1) does 

not necessarily hold for all s, which is important due to the following reasons. It 

25 
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n=200, m=60, k=25, Err = 4.536-001 
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(b) Threshold value based on jump detec
tion 

(c) Zoomed-in Figure (b) 

Figure 4.1: a;̂ 0^ and the true signal are plotted to illustrate the adopted empirical support detection 
scheme. The measurement matrix is Gaussian matrix and the true sparse signal is sparse Gaussian 
signal. "Err" is the relative error in £2 norm. 
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is very difficult to completely avoid wrong detections by setting e ^ based on the 

current and all previous solutions x^\ for i < s, simply because the true solution is 

not known and a component of x^\ no matter how big, is possibly a true nonzero. 

The above non-monotonic property of (4.1) means that ISD has a chance to remove 

wrong detections made at a previous iteration, making ISD less sensitive to e^a' and 

the setting of e ^ easier. 

I studied different heuristics for e ^ . First I found that the rule e ^ = H^^^lloo/dlLiPi)) 

though often effective, not consistently robust because the parameter p, is case-

dependent and difficult to determine. An excessively large Pi likely results in too 

many false detections and consequently a reconstruction failure while an excessively 

small pi tends to cause a large number of ISD iterations. Because of the existence of 

a better heuristic, this rule is not recommended. 

The second rule I studied, which is not recommended either, is the toll-based rule, 

namely, setting e^ 's so that 7^ ' s have given cardinalities, typically increasing in s. 

It is no easier to set appropriate cardinalities than to determine appropriate e s ' ' s . I 

tried letting the cardinalities be equally spaced sequences of numbers, such as 1,2,... 

or 2 ,4 , . . . , and found that the resulting ISD algorithms were either slower, or required 

more measurements for successful reconstruction, or both. 

The rule of my choice for e ^ is based on locating the "first significant jump" in the 

sequence of increasingly sorted \x\ \. Assume that x^ is not a true reconstruction 

and x^ has m nonzero entries corresponding to a certain nonsingular basic submatrix 

B oi A1. Slightly abusing the notation, I let B also denote the set of basic indices, 

i.e., x\ T̂  0 if and only if i G B. Further more, I divide B into disjoint subsets U 

X{IA) can be reduced to a linear program. It is possible that x^ has either less or more than 
m nonzero entries but for most matrices A used in CS and most signals, a;̂ s^ has exactly m nonzero 
entries with a nonsingular basis B. This assumption offers technical convenience, and is not essential 
to the argument that follows. 
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and V such that B — U U V, where U consists of true nonzero indices (i.e, U C T) 

and V contains the rest, and I have \U\ < k < \V\. For fast decaying signals, I argue 

that \x\s |, i €.U, tend to have relatively large magnitudes than those in V, and most 

components in U are also among the larger ones in Xf, the set of all true nonzeros; in 

other words, large components of x^ are likely the large, true nonzero components 

(but their values are still inaccurate). This can be seen in a;̂ 0' of a demo plotted in 

Figures 4.1 (a), (b) and (c), where x\ are plotted in their natural positions and in 

the positions according to increasing magnitudes, respectively. The components in 

U and V are highlighted in red circles and blue diamonds, respectively. The above 

argument follows intuitively from the sensitivity results of CS: the reconstruction 

error is bounded by the error in the sparse signal (also see Theorem 3.3.1). For fast 

decaying signals, one can treat an enough number of small true nonzero components 

as the signal error and thus have an even sparser signal consisting of the remaining 

large nonzero components. The reconstruction should therefore contain these large 

components plus the reconstruction error caused by the signal error. Mathematically, 

Xg can be decomposed into the sum of two parts: the true part and the smearing part. 

The true part is simply XB = [xu\ 0]; the smearing part is sm := B~x YlieT\u -̂ »̂ »> the 

projection of the part of the measurements b contributed by the nonzeros of x missing 

in x^3\ over B. I have x^ = XB + sm (notice that sm, is likely nonzero for all i G B, 

so it smears both U and V). Because the projection over the wider m-by-m matrix B 

has a diluting effect2, the components of sm tend to be smaller than their generators 

Xi for i G T \ U; furthermore, because the components of Xf\u tend to be smaller than 

those in Xu, the components of sm are in turn further smaller than those in xu, or 

writing in short, sm ;$ Xf\u ~ %u- Therefore, the large components of xB' = XB + STU 

2This diluting property follows sufficiently from the RIP of A but not necessarily. Because the 
solution of (1.4) depends only on the affine space {a; : Ax — b), which is equivalent to {x : RAx = Rb} 
for any nonsingular matrix R>x>, the property depends on the property of the null space of A. 
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likely belong to U, the middle (smaller ones) belong to V and U, and the smallest 

ones belong to V only. To tell the first part from the latter two, observe that the large 

components are small in number while the smaller ones are large in number, so when 

going through the sorted sequence from small to large, the part containing the smaller 

values increases slowly and the part containing the larger ones increases sharply. 

Therefore, I propose to detect the first part by finding the first significant jump, 

denoted by i*, in the increasingly sorted sequence {\x\• | } . Once the first significant 

jump i* is found, we set the threshold value e ^ = la^+J as indicated by the solid line 

in Figure 4.1. This sets /(s+1) to consist of the largest (n — i*) components of x^ in 

magnitude. Here I adopted a very simple method to find i* by finding the smallest i 

such that | xl+i | — | xf | > r ^ , where the size of r ^ may vary for different kinds of sparse 

or compressible signals. For sparse Gaussian signals, I set T^ simply as m - 1 ! ! ^ 8 ^ ^ , 

which was the average gap size. In the example shown in Figure 4.1 where the true 

signal is sparse Gaussian signal, this threshold by "first significant jump" incurs no 

wrong detection. For comparison, I also plot the lowest possible threshold giving no 

wrong detection (called the reference threshold) in the dashed line (which is unknown 

in practice). For the first 5 iterations in the experiments below, I made the detection 

slightly more conservative by increasing T^S' to JT[T(S\S = 0,1,2,3,4. Besides the 

sparse Gaussian signals, I also tried sparse and compressible power decaying signals 

and wavelets coefficients of the phantom image and the cameraman image in Chapter 

5. For the sparse or compressible power decaying signals, which are constructed by 

first generated a sequence of numbers obeying power-decay rules like {i _ 1 / p r}*= 1 , then 

multiplying each entry by a random sign, and then applying a random permutation 

to the signed sequence, I set different r ^ according to different pr. For example, 

when pr = 1/3, one can set r ^ = ||x's^||oo/m/20; when pr = 0.8, or 1, one can 

set T^ = Hx^lloo/m/5; when pr = 2 or 4, one can set r ^ = Har^Hoo/m/2. For 
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the wavelets coefficients of the phantom image and cameraman image, one can set 

r ^ = Ha^lloo/wi- Like sparse Gaussian signals, in order for robustness, for the first 9 

iterations in the experiments below, I made the detection slightly more conservative 

by increasing T ^ to J ^ T ^ , s = 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7. The above parameter settings are 

only heuristics, but works well in my experiments. They might not be optimal or 

nearly optimal, but it was observed that the performance of ISD is not very sensitive 

to the setting of r ^ . 

Finally, I have three comments on support detections in practice. First, the "first 

significant jump" is an effective empirical indicator of setting the threshold value e^sK 

However, my simple method of detecting jumps based on counting on the change of 

magnitudes of two neighboring components, is far from optimal because the choice 

of T^ may vary a lot for different kinds of sparse signals as showed above. One can 

try other available effective jump detection methods [49, 34] in order to avoid using 

the annoying nuisance parameter r ^ . Second, the threshold-based support detection 

rule requires the underlying signals to have fast decaying components in order to work 

reliably. While our experience is that most signals of interest have the required speed 

of decay, there do exist signals that decay slowly or have no decay at all (e.g., sparse 

Bernoulli signals), on which the rule does not work. Therefore, for sparse Bernoulli 

signals, I tried different kinds of threshold based methods and they all failed to make 

ISD better than BP (or L1/L2). The numerical results for sparse Gaussian signals in 

Chapter 5 were based on "first significant jump" detection method. Third, for many 

real world signals, one can apply better support detection methods, for example, if 

the nonzero components tend to appear in groups (cf. the model-based CS [1]), or 

if the set of nonzero components has a certain geometry (e.g., objects' edges in an 

image are continuous) (cf. CS MRI with edge detections [31]). 
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4.2 YALL1 and Warm-Start Strategy 

The ISD method requires solving a sequence of truncated l\ minimization problems 

(1.4). Most existing l\ solvers can be easily modified to solve (1.4). I chose the recent 

solver YALL1 by Zhang [51] since it is fast at producing both sparse and non-sparse 

solutions. In the numerical tests reported in Chapter 5.3, I also applied YALL1 to all 

plain and weighted t\ minimization problems and subproblems used in the compared 

methods. 

Consulting YALLl's manual [55], I give a short introduction to YALL1. Based on 

applying the alternating direction method to the Lagrange dual of 

n 

mm.\y Wi\Xi\ : Ax = b}, 
x *•—' 

i = l 

the iteration in YALL1 version beta-3 has the basic form: 

aAz1 -f3{Axl -b), (4.2) 

Pw(A*yl+1+xl/n), (4.3) 

a ; '+7 /x (AY + 1 - ; z ' + 1 ) , (4.4) 

where fj, > 0, 7 € (0, (1 + \/5)/2), a = 1 and (3 = K Pw is an orthogonal projection 

onto the box Bw = {z £ C™ : \zi\ < Wi, i = 1 , . . . , n}. This is a first-order primal-dual 

algorithm in which the primal variables x and dual variable y and z (a dual slack) are 

updated at every iteration. YALL1 iterations were stopped once the relative change 

between two sequent xl and xl+1 in 2-norm 

,.'+1 

J + i 

J+ i _ 

| | x / + 1 -x ' | | 2 / | | x ; | | 2 
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fell below a certain prescribed stopping tolerance. As one may notice, the matrix-

vector multiplications dominate the running time of YALL1. Therefore, fast matrix-

vector multiplication operation may further speed up this already very fast algorithm. 

YALL1 is capable of returning a highly accurate solution. However, because each 

Is+1 was the set of the largest (n — i*) components of x^ in magnitude, it was useless 

to have a highly accurate solution x^ just for determining /^s+1 ' . Therefore, in all 

but the last ISD iteration, a loose stopping tolerance was set in YALL1, which is 

described in Subsection 5.3 below. To determine whether an ISD iteration k is the 

final iteration, the loose stopping tolerance was put in place to stop YALL1 and upon 

YALL1 was stopped, /(s+1) was generated and compared to 1^ and 7^_1^. If they 

were the same or almost the same, solving another (1.4) based on /(s+1) would likely 

give the same or a very similar solution, so any more iteration was not needed. At 

this time, I did not return the current x^ but let YALL1 resume with the tighter 

final stopping tolerance to return an accurate final solution. If /(s+1) was significantly 

different from /W, ISD was continued with a new iteration s + 1. 

We note that one can introduce additional rules based on practice to stop YALLl 

for support detection. For example, if the measurement has no noise and the under

lying signal is known to have no more than k nonzero elements, then YALLl can be 

stopped once the number of nonzero elements in the current point, which typically 

grows as YALLl proceeds, reaches ~ 2k. Or, when the rest components of the cur

rent reconstruction except its largest 2k components in magnitude have very small 

magnitudes, then we believe that this reconstruction is able to provide us with almost 

all the support information we can possibly get and therefore the support detection 

procedure can be stopped. 

To further accelerate the ISD method, I warm-started YALLl whenever possible, 

namely, for each instance of (1.2), (1.4), and reweighted t\ subproblems, YALLl was 
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started from the solution (x, y, z) of the previous instance if available. As a result, the 

total ISD time of solving multiple instances of (1.4) was almost the same on average 

as the YALL1 time of solving a single plain i\ minimization problem. 

When one adopts ISD, either with the above thresholding-based detection or not, 

for reconstructing a signal using a certain subproblem solver, it is advised that appro

priate subproblem accuracies and effective warm-staring strategies are always taken 

into account. 



Chapter 5 

Numerical Implementation and 

Experiments 

This chapter describes a set of tests that compare the thresholding-based ISD with 

three methods including the BP model (1.2), the iterative reweighted least-squares 

method (IRLS) [13], and the iterative reweighted l\ minimization method (IRL1) [9]. 

IRLS and IRL1 appear to be state-of-the-art in term of the number of measurements 

required. 

5.1 Reviews of IRL1 and IRLS 

Let us first briefly review the algorithms IRL1 [9] and IRLS [13]. They are both 

iterative procedures for approximately solving the following £p minimization problem: 

min||:r||p s.t. Ax = b (5-1) 

34 
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where p £ [0,1]. At the s-th iteration, the IRL1 algorithm computes 

n 

x{s) <- m i n l V w ^ l ^ l :Ax = b}, (5.2) 
i=\ 

where the weights are set as 

"i'Misi-^+ijir1, (5-3) 

and 7] is a regularization parameter. Initially, a;̂ 0^ is the solution of the plain l\ 

minimization problem. YALL1 was applied to solve (5.2) with warm-starts. 

IRLS iteratively minimizes a weighted £2 function to generate x^: 

x{s) <- mm{J24S)\^\2 • A* = h)i (5-4) 
i 

The solution of (5.4) can be given explicitly as 

x « = g8AT(AQ aAT)-16 (5.5) 

where Qs is the diagonal matrix with entries \/wf and the weights are set as 

^ = {\xtl)\2 + CY12-1 (5.6) 

and £ is a regularization parameter. Initially, x^ is the least-squares solution of 

Ax = b. 

For least measurement requirement, we set p = 0 in the following experiments. 

Notice that if x^"1^ in both (5.3) and (5.6) are set equal to x and r? = ( = 0, then 

following the convention 0/0 = 0, we have Y^iwi lx*|2 = Yli^lf \xi\2 = ll^llo- This 
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result, though not holding for 77, £ > 0, indicates that the two objective functions 

are smooth approximations to ||rc||o- When rj and £ are large, Y^=iwi \xi\ a n d 

Yli^i \xi\2 a r e c l° s e to ||a:||i and \\xW2, respectively, so they tend to have fewer local 

minima. Therefore, r\ and £ were initialized as large values and gradually decreased 

to small ones as s increased. The setting of these parameters were given in Subsection 

5.3 below. 

In practice, the measured data is likely inaccurate due to various sources of im-

precisions or contaminations, where b = Ax + z, and the noise vector z is drawn from 

an i.i.d Gaussian zero-mean distribution with standard deviation a here. When the 

noisy level a is not big, one can either solve the BP model (1.2) or the following 

alternative L1/L2 problem 

(L1/L2) min||x||i + — | |6-Aa; | | | (5.7) 
2p 

where the parameter p > 0 depends on the noisy level a. During my experiences of 

YALL1, I found that solving (5.7) was faster and yielded a slightly more accurate 

solution than solving (1.2) if proper p > 0 was chosen. Therefore, I preferred (5.7) 

for noisy measured data in the following experiments. Moreover, I also observed that 

for IRL1 and ISD, reweighting or truncating applied to (5.7) was also advantageous 

over that applied to (1.2) in terms of both running time and reconstruction errors. 

For IRL1, reweighting is applied to the above noise-aware l\ minimization problem 

(5.7) and each of its iteration is changed from (5.2) to the following form: 

*W *- m i n i X ^ H + ^-||6 - Aril!}, (5-8) 

and the setting of weights is kept the same. 

file:////xW2
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For ISD, truncating can be also applied to (5.7) by modifying the sub-problem 

(1.4) of ISD for T = T^ to be following form: 

x{s) <- min||xT(S)||i -\ 116 — Ax|| | (5.9) 

In order for fair comparison, the same p was set in (5.7), (5.8) and (5.9). These 3 

problems were also solved by YALL1 with the same iteration as showed in (4.2), (4.3) 

and (4.4). The definitions of a and (3 were changed as follows: a = -^- and (5 = —j—. 

For IRLS, when noisy level a is small, it can either iteratively minimizes a weighted 

£2 function (5.4), or minimizes the following weighted function: 

x(S) -rmn{^4S)\^i\2 + ^b-Ax^^ (5"10) 
i 

where p depends on the noisy level a. In my experiments, IRLS based on (5.10) had no 

advantages over that based on (5.4) in term of both running time and reconstruction 

errors. Therefore, I also adopted (5.4) for the noisy measured data in the following 

experiments because it does not have the penalty parameter p to be taken care of. 

In many situations, the true signal x itself may not be sparse or compressible, 

but it can be sparsely or compressibly represented under a certain basis, frame or 

dictionary, denoted by W That is to say, y = Wx is sparse or compressible. For 

example, many images can be sparsely represented undertain certain bases, or frames 

such as local cosines, wavelets, complex wavelets, curvelets or wave atoms. If the 

measurement data was b = Ax, the BP model is modified as follows: 

(BP_W) minllWarlli s.t. b = Ax (5.11) 

The corresponding ISD algorithm solves a sequence of truncated t\ problems of 
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the following form: 

min ||(WV)r||i s.t. b = Ax (5.12) 

Correspondingly, at the s-th iteration, the IRL1 algorithm computes 

x<-a) <- mm{y^wla)\(Wx)i\ :Ax = b}, (5.13) 
i 

where the weights are set as 

w\s) = (\(Wx^s-% + r,\)p-\ (5.14) 

and r\ is a regularization parameter. 

If the measurement data is b = Ax + z, where the noise z was sampled from the 

Gaussian distribution with the zero mean and a standard deviation a. The above 

L1/L2 model is naturally modified as follows: 

(L1/L2.W) min| | iyx| |1 + - ! - | |6 -Ar | | ^ (5.15) 
2p 

The corresponding ISD algorithm solves a sequence of truncated iy problems of the 

following form: 

min I K W ^ I k + l l l fc-Acll- l (5.16) 

For IRL1, each of its iteration is changed from (5.13) to the following form: 

x{3) ^ m i n { 2 > z
( s ) | ( W V ) , | + l | | 6 - A r | | ! } , (5-17) 

i 

and the setting of weights is kept the same as (5.14). 

Problems (5.11), (5.12), (5.13), (5.15), (5.16) and (5.17) can all be solved by 
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YALL1. In the following experiments, I tried several images which can be sparsely 

represented under the wavelets basis. These kinds of problems usually have a large 

scale size and therefore I did not tried IRLS, because the current IRLS code can not 

deal with large scale problems in an efficient way. 

5.2 Experimental Settings and Test Platforms 

# 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Nonzero Entries 
Gaussian 
Gaussian 
Gaussian 
Gaussian 
Gaussian 
Gaussian 
Gaussian 

Power Decay and Bernoulli 
Phantom 
Phantom 

Cameraman 

Noise a 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0.0001 
0.001 
0.01 

0 
0 

0.001 
0 

Dimension n 
600 
600 
600 

3000 
2000 
2000 
2000 
600 
1282 

1282 

2562 

Sparsity k 
8 
40 
150 
100 
100 
100 
100 

40 or 600 
1685 
1685 

65536 

Range of m 
16:4:100 

80:10:220 
250:10:400 
200:50:800 

325 
325 
325 

varied 
2359:337:6066 
2359:337:7414 

6553:2621:32763 

Tests per m 
100 
100 
100 
100 
200 
200 
200 
100 
10 
10 
10 

Table 5 .1 : Summary of test sets. 

The test sets are summarized in Table 5.1. The k nonzero spike positions of the 

sparse Gaussian signals were chosen randomly, and the nonzero values were chosen 

randomly from a zero-mean unit-variance Gaussian distribution. The sparse Gaussian 

signals were generated by 

xbar = z e r o s ( n , l ) ; p = randperm(n); xba r (p ( l : k ) ) = r a n d n ( k , l ) . 

The sparse Bernoulli signals with i.i.d. Bernoulli ±1 entries were generated by 

xbar = z e r o s ( n , l ) ; p = randperm(n); x b a r ( p ( l : k ) ) = 2 * ( r a n d ( k , l ) > 0 . 5 ) - l . 

The sparse power decaying signals obtained by constructing the ordered sequence 

{i -1/pr}jL1, multiplying each entry by a random sign and then applying a random 

permutation to the signed sequence, were generated by 
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xbar = z e r o s ( n , l ) ; p = randperm(n); 

x b a r ( p ( l : k ) ) = s i g n ( r a n d n ( k , l ) ) . * ( U : k ) - ~ ( - l / p r ) ) ' ; 

xbar=xbar/max(abs(xbar)) . 

The compressible signals obtained by constructing the ordered sequence {i_1/pr}™=1, 

multiplying each entry by a random sign and then applying a random permutation 

to the signed sequence, were generated by 

xbar = z e r o s ( n , l ) ; p = randperm(n); 

x b a r ( p ( l : n ) ) = s i g n ( r a n d n ( n , l ) ) . * ( ( l : n ) . ~ ( - l / p r ) ) ' ; 

xbar=xbar/max(abs(xbar)) , 

where pr> 0 is a constant which controls the decaying speed. The larger pr, the lower 

the decaying speed. 

In the first 4 test set, the measurement matrices A were Gaussian matrices gener

ated by randn(m,n) and transformed to have orthonormal rows as required by YALL1 

version beta-31. We note that orthonormalizing the rows of A by applying the same 

transform to both A and b does not change the solution of any optimization problem 

subject to Ax = b, so orthonormalization has no effect on ISD. In the fifth test set, 

the measurement matrices A were partial discrete cosine matrices, whose rows were 

randomly chosen from hill discrete cosine matrices and the first row was always cho

sen. In addition, in order to reduce memory requirement and speed up computation, 

I did not form the partial discrete cosine matrix A explicitly, but took it as a black 

box returning on Ax and ATx, for any give x. 

In the first two test sets, b was set to Ax with no error or noise added. I compared 

the four different methods on the numbers of required measurements for acceptable 

xThis is no longer required by YALL1 version beta-4 though orthonormalization is still recom
mended because it makes YALL1 faster and more robust [55] 
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reconstruction (or recoverability), as well as CPU times. I tested 3 sparsity levels k. 

The second test set was five times bigger than the first one. 

In the third test set, b was set equal to Ax + z, where the noise z was sampled 

from the Gaussian distribution with a 0 mean and a standard deviation a is set to 

0.0001, 0.001 and 0.01, respectively. Because of noise, exact reconstruction of x was 

impossible, so I compared the errors of the solutions returned from the four methods. 

The fourth test sets aimed to demonstrate the scope of application as well as 

the limitations of thresholding based ISD, IRL1 and IRLS, in terms of recoverability, 

when applied to both sparse signals and compressible signals. Their advantages of 

requiring much less measurements than BP heavily rely on the property of fast de

caying sorted magnitudes. The involved first test started from sparse signals whose 

sorted magnitudes obeys power decaying rules. The decaying speed of sorted nonzero 

magnitudes decreased gradually. This test ended up with sparse Bernoulli signals, 

whose magnitudes have no decaying at all. In the second test, the true signals were 

the compressible signals with different decaying speeds of the sorted magnitudes. 

The purpose of the fifth test set was to demonstrate the potential as well as 

challenges of ISD in the real applications. I started from a simple 2D phantom image, 

which is exactly piecewise constant and can be exactly sparsely represented under the 

2D haar wavelets, i.e. most energy was concentrated in only a few coefficients. Both 

noise-free measured data and noisy measured data were considered. We compared 

ISD with wavelets involved BP model (5.11) (or L1/L2_W (5.15)) and corresponding 

IRL1. 

However, for many natural images, they may have many different features such 

as object hues and sharp edges, some kinds of repeated and meaningful structures of 

small patterns, and some kinds of uncorrelated random patterns. While wavelets can 

be sparsely represent for piecewise smooth signals and therefore suitable to sparsely 
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represent the edges and contours, there are still many patterns which fail to be sparsely 

represented under that wavelets bases. Therefore, the resulting wavelet coefficients 

often have a long and slow decaying tail after sorted from large magnitudes to small 

magnitudes. This observation matched the general wavelets theory saying that the 

sorted wavelet coefficients magnitudes of natural images often exhibit the 1/i decay, 

where i is the subscript of the sorted wavelet coefficients [37]. In third test, we took the 

wavelets coefficients of "Cameraman" as the true signal and tested the performance 

of BP, IRLl and ISD. Here I used the Daubechies wavelets "db8" as the sparse basis. 

Unlike the above phantom case, instead of solving wavelets involved BP model (5.11), 

I just took the wavelet coefficients as the true signal and solve the ordinary BP model 

(1.2). The involved subproblems of ISD and IRLl were (1.4) and (5.2), instead of 

(5.12) and (5.13). 

In these 5 test sets, the involved algorithms are written in MATLAB. All compar

isons between ISD, IRLl, IRLS and BP (or L1/L2) were performed under GNU/Linux 

Release 2.6.9- 55.0.2 and MATLAB v7.7.0 (R2008b) running on a Dell Optiplex 

GX620 with Dual Intel Pentium D CPU 3.20GHz (only one processor was used by 

MATLAB) and 3 GB of memory. 

5.3 Parameter Settings 

For the test sets with noiseless and noisy measurements, different parameters were 

set. ISD, IRLl, and IRLS involve solving subproblems, each of which was stopped 

according to consistent relative change stopping rules: 

l l ^ , ' - I ' l l ' < t , (5.18) 
\\xh 
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where e is the stopping tolerance. For the BP model, YALL1 was also stopped 

according to (5.18). For fair comparison, BP, ISD, IRL1 and IRLS shared the same 

e, though for the intermediate subproblems of IRLS and ISD, e was larger. 

Test sets 1 ,2 , and 4: ISD was set to have 8 truncated iterations at the most. 

For ISD's first iteration, the stopping tolerance of YALL1 was set to 10_1; for all the 

remaining iterations, the stopping tolerance was set to 10 -2; after an iteration was 

detected to be the last iteration (cf. Subsection 4.2), YALL1 was resumed with the 

final stopping tolerance 10~6. The value 10 - 6 was set as the stopping tolerance for 

the BP problem and for all subproblems of IRL1. 

For IRL1, the smoothing parameter r\ was initialized to 1 and reduced by a factor 

of 2. According to [9], exactly 8 reweighted iterations of (5.2) were solved by YALL1. 

The above setting of r\ was different from those used in [9], but led to slightly better re

sults. A uniform tolerance 10~6 was applied to all reweighted l\ subproblems of IRL1 

because high accuracies of intermediate solutions helped improve the recoverability. 

For IRLS, as for sparse Gaussian signals, we followed the authors' recommendation 

in [13] and initialized the smoothing parameter £ to 1 and reduced it by a factor of 

10 down to 10"8 whenever (5.18) was satisfied for e = V'C/IOO. For C = 10"8, 

IRLS was terminated once (5.18) was met for e = \/CA00 = 10~6. For sparse or 

compressible power decaying signals and sparse Bernoulli signals, we initialized the 

smoothing parameter £ to 1 and reduced it by a factor of 10 down to 10~9 or even 

lO"10 whenever (5.18) was satisfied for e = 10~6*v'C/v/10::9, or e = lO-^V^/VlO" 1 0 , 

respectively. For C, = 10~9, IRLS was terminated once (5.18) was met for e = 10~6 * 

^ / V l O - 9 = 10"6. For C = 10 -10 , IRLS was terminated once (5.18) was met for 

e = 10"6 * VC/VlFio = 10-6 

Test set 3: 

Because noise in the measurements causes reconstruction errors, it was not neces-
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sary to have algorithmic errors much smaller than the reconstruction errors. There

fore, for all four methods, the final stopping tolerance was reduced to vWlOO from 

10~6. ISD was still set to run no more than 8 truncated iterations with the same loose 

tolerance values set for the first and subsequent iterations. For each but the last sub-

problem of IRLS, the stopping tolerance was changed to max{\/o-/100, \/C/100} and 

the last one was y/a/100. All 8 subproblems of IRL1 remained to have the same 

stopping tolerance, which was -^/a/100. 

Test set 5 

I compared ISD with BP (or L1/L2) and IRL1. The settings for BP (L1/L2) and 

IRL1 were almost the same as above. The only difference was stopping tolerance of 

the last iteration of ISD was max{10~4,cr/10}. The value max{10_4,cr/10} was also 

set as the stopping tolerance for the BP (L1/L2) problem and for all subproblems of 

IRL1. 

5.4 Experimental Results 

The numerical results of the above four experiments are presented below. 

Test set 1: As shown in Table 5.1, test set 1 includes three different sparsity levels 

k. k was first set to 40, and the corresponding results were plotted in Figures 5.1 

and 5.2. k was then set to 80 and 150 and the corresponding results were plotted in 

Figures 5.3 and 5.4, respectively. 

Figure 5.1 presents the acceptable reconstruction frequencies of ISD after various 

numbers of iterations. The horizontal axis is the number of measurements m and 

the vertical axis is the probability of acceptable signal reconstruction (acceptable 

condition: \\x — xW^, < 10~3) as a function of m. One can see that as the number of 
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iterations increased, ISD was able to reconstruct signals from fewer measurements. 

In addition, the improvements became small as k reached 6. From our experience 

of various tests, it is appropriate to set the maximal number of truncated iterations 

to 8, as was done in the tests reported below. Notice that in ISD, I started from 

BP and the reconstruction by BP totally failed because I set a very loose stopping 

tolerance for BP. The jump in the cyan line was due to the following stopping rule 

of support detection (without this stopping rule, it was supposed to be flat). When 

the rest components of the current reconstruction except its largest m components 

in magnitude have very small magnitudes, then I believe that this reconstruction is 

able to provide us with almost all the support information we can possibly get and 

therefore I jump to the smallest threshold value we could use and get the most support 

information from it and then stop the support detection. 

Figure 5.2 depicts the performance of the four methods in test 1. Figure 5.2(a) 

shows that ISD and IRLS achieved almost the same recoverability, which was signif

icantly higher than that of IRL1 in term of the number of required measurements. 

Without surprise, the recoverability of the BP method was the worst. Figure 5.2(b) 

shows that ISD was much faster than both IRL1 and IRLS, and was even comparable 

the BP method thanks to flexible stopping tolerance and wart-starts. To sum up, 

ISD was not only the fastest but also required the least number of measurements. 

With the same experimental settings, we tried to reconstruct sparser Gaussian 

signals, where the number of nonzero components was 8, instead of 40. Figure 5.3 

presents the reconstruction probability and CPU time of these 4 different algorithms. 

The advantage of ISD over IRLS in terms of running time was reduced. ISD, IRLS 

and IRL1 required almost the same number of measurements, much less than the BP 

method. 

Figure 5.4 presents the successful reconstruction frequency and CPU time of these 
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n=600, k=40, m=80:10:220 
• • •» ^ • • • • • - a . . » • • 

2 truncated iterations 
4 truncated iterations 
6 truncated iterations 
8 truncated iterations 

80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 

Figure 5.1: Test set 1 with k = 40: Acceptable reconstruction frequencies as a function of the 
number of measurements and the number of ISD iterations. 
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Figure 5.2: Test set 1 with k = 40: Comparisons in recoverability and CPU time. 
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(a) Acceptable reconstruction frequencies (b) CPU time 

Figure 5.3: Test set 1 with k = 8: Comparisons in recoverability and CPU time. 
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n=600, k=150, m=250:10:400 
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m 

(a) Acceptable reconstruction frequencies (b) CPU time 

Figure 5.4: Test set 1 with k = 150: Comparisons in recoverability and CPU time. 

4 different algorithms when k = 150. The advantages of ISD over IRLS in terms of 

running time was significant. ISD and IRLS required distinctly less measurements 

than IRL1 and BP. It seemed that the recoverability of IRLS was slightly better 

than ISD in this sparsity level. But instead of the current method of detecting "first 

significant jump", one can try some other support detection implementations for 

possibly better performance of ISD. 

Test set 2: The results of this test set with signals in a larger dimension are depicted 

in Figures 5.5 and 5.6. Figure 5.5 shows that as in test set 1, one still needed only 8 

iterations to reach a nearly maximal acceptable reconstruction frequency, suggesting 

that the number of required ISD iterations is low and probably invariant to the signal 

size. The recoverability of ISD was still among the best, as shown in Figure 5.6(a). 

Moreover, according to Figure 5.6(b), the running time of ISD was much smaller 

than IRLS and IRL1, and even slightly smaller than BP for smaller m. This suggests 

that effective support detection accelerates convergence of YALL1. These results also 

indicate that ISD is scalable to the signal and measurement sizes. 
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Figure 5.5: Test set 2: Acceptable reconstruction frequencies as a function of the number 
measurements and the number of ISD iterations. 
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Figure 5.6: Test set 2: Comparisons in recoverability and CPU time. 
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Test set 3: As shown in Table 5.1, test set 3 includes three different noisy levels. 

Figure 5.7, Figure 5.8, and Figure 5.9 correspond to a = 0.0001, a = 0.001 and 

a = 0.01, respectively. 

Figure 5.7 (a), Figure 5.8 (a) and Figure 5.9 (a) plot the CPU times of the four 

methods for each of the 200 tests. ISD was again significantly faster than IRLS and 

IRL1 and slightly faster than the L1/L2 method (5.7). Figure 5.7 (b), Figure 5.8 

(b) and Figure 5.9 (b) depict that relative reconstruction errors in the £2 norm and 

Figure 5.7 (c), Figure 5.8 (c) and Figure 5.9 (c) depict that relative reconstruction 

errors in the £\ norm: \\x — x||p/||x||p for p = 1, 2, respectively, of the solutions of the 

four methods, where x and x are the reconstruction and the true signal, respectively. 

ISD and IRLS were better than IRL1 and the L1/L2 method. ISD and IRLS had 

almost the same robustness to noise, except that when noisy level is higher, for 

example a = 0.01, it seems that IRLS is slightly more robust than ISD, as showed in 

Figure 5.9 (b) and (c), where ISD failed twice out of 200 tests. Overall, taking both 

reconstruction errors and CPU times into consideration, I still prefer ISD. 

Test set 4: This test set includes two tests. In the first one, the true signals 

were sparse power decaying signals and sparse Bernoulli signals. For sparse power 

decaying signals, whose nonzero components were constructed by randomly permuting 

the sequence {i~1/p}£=1 for a fixed p, applying random sign flips, and normalizing so 

that ||:r||oo = 1- For sparse Bernoulli signals, their nonzero components are either 1 

or —1 and therefore have no decaying property. Figure 5.10 presents the successful 

reconstruction frequencies of the four methods. Apparently, the better performances 

of ISD, IRL1, and IRLS in terms of requiring less measurements diminished as p 

increased, i.e. the decaying speed gradually decreased. When it ended up with sparse 

Bernoulli signals, ISD, IRLS and IRL1 worked no better than the BP model at all. 
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Figure 5.7: Test set 3 with a = 0.0001: Comparisons in CPU time and reconstruction errors 
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As the sorted nonzero magnitudes became more and more flat, thresholding became 

less and less effective for support detection because of too many wrong detections. 

In the second test, the true signals were two kinds of compressible signals, with 

different decaying speeds, as showed in Figure 5.11 (b), where pr = 1/3 and pr = 0.8, 

respectively. As preferences, I also plotted the exact sparse signals, whose nonzeros 

obey the same power decay rules as these compressible signals. Compared the sparse 

signals, the sorted compressible signals contained mid-range and low level coefficients 

in magnitude, which were called tails in this thesis. As Theorem 3.3.1 indicated, the 

size of tails was a key factor for the performance of ISD. For pr = 1/3, ISD, IRLS 

and IRL1 all significantly reduced the reconstruction errors compared with BP, for 

both the sparse signals and the compressible signals, as showed in Figure 5.11 (c) and 

(d). However, for pr = 0.8, while ISD, IRLS and IRL1 all significantly reduced the 

reconstruction errors compared with BP, for the sparse signals, they did not show 

any significant improvement of reconstruction errors for the compressible signals, as 

showed in Figure 5.11 (e) and (f). One of the main reason for the poor performance 

of ISD for compressible signals with pr = 0.8, is that when pr = 0.8, the compressible 

signals had relatively slow decaying tails. But for pr = 1/3, the compressible signals 

had faster decaying tails. 

Test Set 5 Figure 5.12 depicts the true phantom image and its sorted wavelets coef

ficients magnitudes. Figure 5.13 presented the acceptable reconstruction frequencies 

(acceptable condition: the reconstruction error was smaller than 10~3) and running 

time by BP, IRLS and ISD from noiseless measurements. The reconstruction error 

was the relative error as follows: 

| |x(:)-5(:)| |2 / | |x(:)| |2 
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where x and x are the reconstruction and the true image, respectively; x(:) and x{\) 

are the column-wise vector of x and x. One can see that ISD required the smallest 

number of measurements. In addition, the CPU time of ISD was much less than that 

of IRL1. ISD was even faster BP, when m was large enough for ISD to succeed. 

In the second test, I considered noisy measured data b = Ax + z, where z was 

Gaussian noise with mean being 0 and standard variation being 0.001. Figure 5.14 

presented the reconstruction errors and running time by L1/L2, IRLS and ISD. One 

can see that ISD required the smallest number of measurements for successful recon

struction. The CPU time of ISD was still much less than that of IRL1. ISD was 

slightly slower than L1/L2. 

Figure 5.15 presented an instance of reconstructing from noisy measurements 

where m = 3370. Subplots (a), (c) and (e) were the reconstructions by L1/L2, 

IR11 and ISD, respectively. Subplots (b), (d) and (f) were the differences between 

these reconstructions and the true images. Here "SNR" represents Signal-to-Noise 

Ratio, defined as follows: 

SNRA10*W 11^(0-mea"(^)111 b N K - 1 0 * l o g 1 0 | | ~ ( : ) _ J ( : ) | | 2 

where mean(x) is the mean intensity value of x. In general, the larger SNR, the better 

the reconstruction quality. One can see that ISD yielded the best reconstruction 

quality. 

In the third test, the wavelets coefficients of "Cameraman" had a long and slow 

decaying tail, as showed in Figure 5.16. Due to this slow decaying tail, ISD did not 

provide significantly smaller reconstructions errors than BP and nor was IRL1, as 

showed in Figure 5.17. 

In sum, I compared ISD with IRLS, IRL1 and the BP model (or L1/L2). ISD 
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Figure 5.15: An instance of reconstructions from noisy measured data, where m = 3370. 
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can achieve both fast reconstruction and low measurement requirement when recon

structing the sparse (compressible) fast decaying signals. Its success relies on effective 

support detection implementations, which may vary depending on different kinds of 

signals. Moreover, for compressible signals, in order for ISD to yield much better 

reconstructions than BP (or L1/L2), it is also important that their tails have fast 

decaying magnitudes. 



Chapter 6 

Concluding Remarks 

In this thesis, I presented a truncated t\ minimization algorithm with iterative sup

port detection and demonstrated its superior performance over many state of the 

art algorithms. The concrete implementation of iterative support detection scheme 

heavily relies on the features of the true signals. For example, if the true signals are 

sparse or compressible signals with fast decay magnitudes, threshold based support 

detection proves to be effective in practice, and detecting the "first significant jump" 

in the sorted reconstruction is one option to help set the threshold value. A better 

way of detecting the "first significant jump" without nuisance parameter r ^ is highly 

desirable. In Chapter 5,1 took sparse Gaussian signals, sparse power decaying signals, 

sparse Bernoulli signals and compressible signals as examples to show the outstand

ing performance as well as its limitation of ISD. It deserves further research how to 

make better use of features beyond sparsity and design more effective support detec

tion methods. For example, in Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) where the true 

signal often has sparse gradients, effective detection of edges will help enhance the 

recoverability. There have been a lot of edge detectors related with multidimensional 

geometry [10] and some of them may be even better than the simple thresholding 
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scheme. In some even harder cases, there are many artifacts in the reconstructed 

images, it may be necessary for us to detect these artifacts and distinguish them with 

true edges. For example, the method based on local mutual information presented in 

[31] might be of help in this aspect. Besides the BP model, the idea of iterative sup

port detection can also be applied to many other available compressive reconstruction 

approaches such as greedy algorithms (OMP, ROMP, CoSaMP, . . .) and Smoothed 

LO algorithm [38]. 

In real world applications, given a signal, finding its concise representation in 

terms of some basis or frame is very important for the performance of recoverability 

of ISD, IRL1 and IRLS. The very active research in Computational Harmonic Analysis 

provides many tools to concisely represent various classes of signals. For example, 

curve-like features and edges in 2D or 3D images have fast decaying curvelet (curvelets 

are high dimensional wavelets) coefficients [5]; certain oscillatory patterns in images 

have fast decaying coefficients in the frame of wave atoms [21]. Therefore, for natural 

images which usually simultaneously have many types of patterns may need to use 

combination of several different kinds of basis, frame, or dictionaries such as Fourier 

basis, wavelets, curvelets, wave atoms, or contourlets and so on. It might be an 

interesting topic to try many more bases or frames, beyond wavelet bases [41]. 
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